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“Summer vacations have passed, 

A rejuvenated school year starts, 

There’s reading, drilling and spelling too, 

Team work and blessings will get us through.” 

 
Dear Parent, 

Greetings from Banasthali family! 

After a relaxed vacation with the spirits held high, our school is going to reopen after a Summer break.                         

We welcome back our children for their journey towards the joyous learning with bright and cheerful faces. 

Meeting their beloved teachers and exciting discussions will definitely add fuel to their energies for a sparkling 

start. 

The Online teaching for the Classes Prep to XII (different classes will start on different dates) will 

commence as per following schedule and Time Table will be uploaded shorty on the School Website and MS 

Teams.  

Date Classes 
 14th June’ 2021 (Monday) IV, V, VII, VIII, IX & X  

16th June’ 2021 (Wednesday) Prep, I, II, III, VI & XII 

To extend a formal welcome, an Online Special Assembly will be conducted and the day will start by seeking 

the blessings of Almighty. Keeping in view that students might be having some doubts and queries about the 

syllabus covered/Holiday Homework etc., a “Doubt Clearing Class” will be conducted thereafter. So students 

should be ready with their queries. Kindly refer to our previous Circular No. BPS/21-22/02 dated 05.04.2021 

for general instructions and code of conduct during the online class. 

The parents are requested to SUPERVISE and physically check the notebooks of their children and ensure 

that all work is regularly and completely done. Study material / teaching material / homework given to your 

ward must be done on regular basis and in the school note books only. It is the responsibility of the parents 

that their wards maintain up-to date work in the notebooks. 

It is aptly stated that the future belongs to those who strive to reinvent themselves. In this period of emotional 

upheaval for all, we pledge our commitment and ensure that every student of Banasthali Public School 

continues to learn ceaselessly and undeniably. Your unflinching support, cooperation and faith, inspire us to 

raise the bar of ourselves. We look forward to continue a meaningful and constructive academic engagement 

with your ward.  

  We would like you to acknowledge and appreciate the hard work of our revered teachers by paying the Tuition 

fee of your ward timely. Parents are requested to pay the outstanding Fee dues (if any). KINLDY IGNORE 

IF ALREADY PAID. Further, in future, you are requested to clear the Fee Dues of your ward latest by 10th of 

every month.   

Seeking your full cooperation…Happy Learning! Stay Safe! 

Principal 
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